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Outline and Motivations
• Spitzer 24um observations of (R - Ks > 5.3) sample at z ~ 1 - 2

• HST NICMOS F160W morphologies and Keck spectroscopy of
a subsample

• Spitzer 24um observations of (J - Ks > 2.3) sample

To address issues:

• break the age and dust degeneracy (Somervill’s talk)

• star formation in massive galaxies @z >1 (Pat +Alvio’s talks)

• assembly processes of galaxies with M ~ 1010 - 1012Msun at z ~ 1
- 3 (Treu’s talk)
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Spitzer Extragalactic FLS: Main Survey: ~4 sq deg centered on
17h18m +59d30s(J2000) + 0.25sq deg deeper Verification
Strip, and 100sq.arcmin ELAIS-N1 very deep survey



MIR 24um Probes Dusty Star Formation

With a single
optical/near-IR color
alone, it is difficult to
break the degeneracy
between dust
reddening and age.
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24um

z=1
z=2



HST/ACS/F814W Spitzer 24um



Data used in the analyses:
I). Primarily 24um + R + J + K in Elais N1

II). A subset of sources from FLS verification, with
24um + R + K + HST/ACS/NICMOS + Keck spectra

Data in Elais N1:
24um: 4σ=40µJy,  ===>
SFR ~ 12Msun/yr @z=1

R-band: 3σ ∼ 25.5mag
J-band:  3σ ∼ 22.9mag
K-band: 3σ ∼ 21.0mag
(all in vega)

24um K



Data in FLS verification strip
Ancillary Data in FLS verification strip:

 24um: 3σ = 80uJy , R-band: 25.5, K: 20.5

 HST/NIC2/ACS/F814W

•  50 pointed NIC2
observations
centered on 50 (R-
K>5.3) EROs, with
50 ACS parallels
(roughly
contiguous).

ACS/NIC2 pointings



I. (R-K>5.3) sample:
• The sample has a total 129 EROs with (R - Ks > 5.3) and K<20.2

(6σ).  Of 129 EROs,  65 (50+-6%) have 24um fluxes > 40uJy.
The mean <f(24um)>=167uJy. This fraction is very sensitive to
the depth of 24um data (FLS shallower 24um data, ~30%).

Yan et al. 2004 spitzer special issue



• Total LIR of 24um-detected EROs??
<f(24um)>=167uJy,  at z=1,  L(IR) = 3x1011 Lsun @ z=1.5,  L(IR) = 1012 Lsun
(LIRGs or ULIGs)
• SFRs:  SFR = 1.7x10-10LIR
(Kennicutt 1998)
<SFR> = 50-170 Msun/yr ,
SFR(limit) ~ (7-14)Msun/yr, more
sensitive than the deepest 21cm
data (Smail etal 2002).

•To do==> SFR(z) as a
function of photometric
masses. (see Pat’s talk)

Soifer et al. 1989; Chary & Elbaz
2001, Dale & Helou 2002, Choi, Yan
et al. In prep.

1). Star formation rate & Infrared luminosity:



Example deimos spectra:
(1200l/mm grating, 25km/s resolution)



2). Redshift distributions of EROs w and
w/o 24um emission (FLS verification)



Spectral properties and dust extinctions

• ALL 24um detected EROs have [OII] emission lines.
However, EROs w/o 24um emission have both (50% vs.
50%) pure absorption and emission lines systems; ~80%
have stellar abs. lines.

• At z ~ 1, EROs with
24um emission have
mean Av ~ 3, by
comparing SFR from
[OII] and total infrared
luminosity.

Choi et al. In prep

<z>=1
[OII]



3). Dynamic Masses: starbursts versus
quiescent, old systems ==> similar masses?

Red points: 24um
detected EROs.
Black points:
EROs without any
24um detections.
Half-light radii were
measured from
ACS/F814W.

Next step: abs. line
velocity dispersion
=> masses; as well
as phot. masses



4). What are HST morphologies of these
24um detected red galaxies??

• HST NICMOS (NIC2
F160W) morphologies;
to really trace the
distribution of old stars

EROs with
24um detection



• EROs without 24um detections
(quiescent old systems):



NIC2 F160W morphologies vs. WFPC2
F814W and ACS F850W morphologies

• results from the WFPC2 F814W (Yan & Thompson 2003)
and the ACS F850W (Moustakas et al. 2004):  ~50% - 60%
of EROs have disk dominated or merger type morphologies,
and ~ 30-40% are bulge dominated,  for both bright and
faint K samples.

• NIC2 F160W morphologies show different results, from
the visual classification, majorities are bulge dominated.

• This could imply that EROs with 24um emission could be
composite systems with both old stars as well as recent
young star formation.



F814W and F850W morphologies:

Moustakas et al. 2004, ApJ, 600, 131. Ks<22
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COSMOS ACS+NICMOS  provides a large
dataset for morphologies (cycle13 archive program, PI. Yan)

Mosaiced image of
acs+nicmos

A H-band
selected
catalog of
7101 galaxies
down to
H<25.5mag

I-H>3.4, 300
I-H>3.9, 109
I-H>4.4, 36



Conclusions on the morphologies:
• the rest-frame UV morphologies (~ 3000 - 5000A) of
(R-Ks>5.3) EROs seem to find a high fraction of
systems dominated with disks or interactions.

• However, the rest-frame optical 8000A
morphologies of stellar distributions seem to indicate a
dominate fraction of bulge like systems.

• This could imply that EROs are composite systems
with both old stars as well as recent star formation.



Summaries and Implications
1). At least 50% of EROs ar z ~1 - 2 are dusty starbursts.

2). It is possible that these 24um-detected EROs are in the midst of
violent transformation to become massive bulges we see today
(Kormendy & Sanders 1992).

3). HST NIR morphologies show that both dusty starbursts and
quiescent old systems are mostly bulge dominated, suggesting that
EROs with 24um emission could be composite systems with both
old stars as well as recent young star formation.

4). The high fraction of EROs being infrared luminous suggests
that many more high-z galaxies are undergoing starbursting phase.



 II). J - K > 2.3 selected sample:
what are the nature of these sources? truly early
type galaxies? dusty starbursts? AGNs at z ~ 2.3-
3.5 ?  (Van Dokkum et al. 2003; Franx et al. 2003)

What did we learn from Spitzer 24um and the followup Keck
spectroscopy???

Within an area of 60sq.
arcmin, we selected a total of
97 red galaxies with J - K >
2.3 and Ks <20.7; of those 51
have 24um detections above
4sigma of 40uJy. ===> 50%



24um fluxes and star formation rates:

At z=2, 40uJy limits
corresponds to 1.5x1011 -
2x1012Lsun,  ==> SFR ~
100Msun/yr (high!!)

the mean flux of 123uJy
===> (5x1011-6x1012 )Lsun
(LIRGs and ULIRGs).



Keck followup of 24um detected J-K > 2.3 sources

Of 12 observed
with LRIS, 5 had
redshifts, all >2.2,
and all are AGNs.
===>40%

Velocity: 1000 km/s
-- 2000 km/s





SFR (optical) versus SFR (FIR)

Extinction uncorrectedExtinction corrected

Extinction uncorrected

H-alpha

H-beta

[OII]



1). IR colors:

What are the
nature of these
24um-detected
red galaxies?

Yan et al. 2004 Spizter
special issue



What do we know about (R-K>5) EROs??
  1).  Wide area imaging survey: EROs are 10% of the total population at K=19.5,

and more at fainter K. (McCarthy et al. 2001)

 2). Optical Spectroscopy:  EROs are indeed at z ~ 1 - 2 (Yan, Thompson, Soifer 2004;
Cimatti etal. 2002; Glazebrook et al. 2004; Choi et al. 2004). ~50% EROs have
emission lines and ~ 50% have pure absorption lines.

3). HST morphologies:  30-40% EROs are bulge dominated, ~50% are disk
dominated or interacting/mergers (Yan & Thompson 2003; Moustakas etal 2004).

Choi , Yan et al. 2004  , K20 survey, GDDS survey                              Yan & Thompson 2003 ApJ.



 Color-magnitude diagram of the
NICMOS H-selected sample

I-H

H



4). Clustering properties: K-selected (R-K>5) red galaxies are
strongly clustered (10 times compared to blue field galaxies) at z
~ 1 (Daddi et al. 2001; McCarthy et al. 2002).

5). Stellar masses: in the range of  several times 1010 --- 1011 Lsun
@ z ~ 1 - 1.5 (Glazebrook et al 2004; Cimatti, Daddi et al. 2004)

What do we know about (J - K > 2.3) selected?

• redshifts:  small samples, but they are mostly at z > 2 ~ 3.5
(FIRES survey, van Dokkum et al. 2003; Yan et al. 2004 in prep)

• AGNs:  possible large percentage of AGNs. X-ray sets a lower
limit of 10% (Dokkum et al. 2004)

• stellar masses: large but uncertain.



Examples of the Red Galaxies in
HST/ACS/NICMOS images

NICMOS
H
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